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our pricing to be extremely competitive, and were
particularly drawn to the high quality design and
installation service that we provide as standard.
We were also able to offer a sample locker unit
to trial with their students, aiding the decision
making process and ensuring they received the
right sizes and colours.
Their greatest concern was the limited space
available – where and how to fit in enough
lockers. With over 25 years’ experience, our
expert designers went to work to deliver the
greatest possible storage space.
Following our guidance, the school settled on a

Based in Surrey, Hammond
Community Junior School is a
highly successful institution
serving around 350 students
from years 3 to 6. The school
had been relying on coat hooks situated in school
corridors to provide personal storage to their
pupils but were seeking a more effective solution
that would make better use of the available
space.
As is commonly the case with coat hook storage
areas, unsecured items were obstructing busy
thoroughfares and making it difficult for students
to quickly identify their belongings. The general

disorder caused by fallen items was also
contributing to the amount of lost property and
increasing the likelihood of trips and slips.
The need for an overhaul was made clearer by
a health and safety inspection, which suggested
that coat hook lined corridors could be damaging
the school’s high fire safety standards.
Recommendations of this sort are increasingly
common as inspectors seek to bring older school
buildings into alignment with modern guidelines.

layout that divided the lockers into several areas,
each serving a particular year group. This design
not only released more corridor space for the
school but also ensures that students can find
their belongings quickly in dedicated areas.
Overall, Hammond School are exceptionally
pleased with their brand new Atlas Lockers. The
sleek and ergonomic design, in combination
with the improved layout, means the school now
has much more space than expected. Most
importantly, busy circulation routes are more
orderly, reducing the potential for accidents and
lost property, while clearer thoroughfares greatly
improve the school’s fire safety standards.

“Brilliant from sales to installation team, I felt they were confident
and competent with the job and the locker sample was a great idea.
The installation team always talk to you to clear any things up, very
very helpful guys.”

Gill Preston
School Business Manager

Locker Quality:

Delivery & Install:

Customer Service:

Overall Experience:
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Hammond School acted without delay to ensure
they met the latest safety recommendations. After
receiving a number of quotes, the school found

More Space Released:

Contact us on 01908 525700
for your locker solution
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